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About us

- 80 years of history
- Non-profit
- Community focused
- 2000+ members
- 80+ vendor partners
- Open Source communities
- Open Access initiatives

2000+
Member Partners

5000+
Users

120+
Countries
Benefits of Open Source Software

- OSS is for the good of all users
- Develops community
- Built by, for and among a dedicated community
- Unites organizations with common need
- Benefits organizations with limited resources
- Responsive and more robust than most proprietary solutions
Today, LYRASIS is the organizational home to 5 Open Source solutions
Digitization & Preservation

• Digitization Collaborative
• Disaster Assistance
• Preservation Town Halls
• Grant partners
• Project legacy

From artifact preservation, disaster preparedness and digitization, LYRASIS has a trusted legacy of serving libraries at any point along their digitization or preservation project.
Classes & Events

- Emerging trends
- Free collaborative sessions
- In-depth training and continuing education
- Annual meeting and regional events

1000s of Classes
Free Member Sessions
2500+ Attendees
• Vendor analysis

• Central License

• Offer structure and pricing

• Save on FTE and staff time for negotiating
Why are we here today?
What Next?

**Joint Events**
- June 2018 – DSpace and CRIS systems (@euroCRIS Conference)
- June 2019 – Repositories and CRIS systems (@OR2019)
- September 2019 – CRIS and VIVO (@VIVO2019)
- NEXT?
- WEBINARS?

---

**Mapping**

CERIF

VIVO

connect • share • discover

lyrasis.org
Thanks

Email  michele.mennielli@lyrasis.org
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